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"words are not so important 

as to be vaulted away, nor 

are they worthless enough 

to throw away, so we give 

them away"  

                 -DP- 



 

daybreak 

 

The smell of coffee lingers on our lips 

As we plunge into the passionate abyss 

Breath becomes tangled 

Together we slip over the edge 

Of wonder 

As our bodies ask for more  

Of each other 

Never more then we’re willing to give 

This---feeling---complete satisfaction 

Knowing in heaven is where we already live. 

 

By:  Kelli Perkins 

Dream Girl  
 
a girl in the apartment 
next to mine 
walks in high heels 
on wood floors. 
I have no idea what she looks like 
but I can only guess: 
blonde 
with thick thighs 
wearing a mini skirt. 
she is carrying a coffee cup 
thinking about a poem she just read, 
this poem. 

By: Michael Meraz 

 



Mormo maura 

 

a small pot of freesia:  

pink, yellow, orange sun- 

stained petals  

 

the lilac candle 

she refuses to set alight 

 

her husband’s pipe, 

letting go of old smoke  

when she sniffs it 

 

a blurred photo  

of a ginger cat 

 

she places these objects 

at regular intervals 

throughout the house 

 

and blunders her way 

from one to the next 

her fingers fanned out 

 

By: Fiona Robyn 

6th & broadway 
 
Dime store philosopher 
Spouting banal platitudes. 
Work aged lady, 
Keeps his meanderings company. 
Times safe secrets, 
Caffeine hallucinations, 
Occasionally, 
She murmurs addled agreement. 
He shakes an impudent fist, 
At an uncaring sky. 
 

By: Weston Fosdeck 



War Crimes 
 

I sunk deep into a shoebox I found by dad’s pistol, 
demonically, like Adam’s teeth into his wife’s apple 
dark pictures spilled out like white milk. 
 
I had never seen these before 
since dad ended the war, a solider with a 
Tommy gun hammering his shoulder in 
 
stills of history which makes generations believe 
the whole world was black and white TV. 
 
Hills the size of two story homes built 
of skinny hairless boys, their mothers, 
and big hungry bellies were 
 
pushed by black and white bulldozers 
operated by men with peroxide skin 
into pitch-dark ditches. 
 
―Dad, these people are dead, right? 
 They must be.‖ 
―No. We could hear the top of the pile breathing 
     and the bones of the bottom, crushing.‖ 
 
Allies came with chocolates and Democracy, 
and saw the buried but alive, 
just in time for war crimes. 
 
―Dad, what did you do?‖ 
 
Shaking like a lone October leaf, 
he explained how he carried 
himself when seeing science and status quo 
exterminating humans— 
 
―We shot those sons of bitches off the dozers. 
  We blew them to pieces; my .45 tore a German’s 
     face into five slices of skull and skin.‖ 
 
If there was any blood, 
it was photograph black. 
 
Dad closed the shoebox, 
put the war back on the shelf 
and got himself a beer.  

 

By: Tyler Malone 



you & I 
 

i want to wear wacky suits 

and 

colorful bow-ties shirtless 

and 

have wild thick locks again 

and 

run summer hard  

and  

barefoot  

  

you can sing to me 

and 

carry that bitchin' acoustic 

and 

let me bum smokes off you 

and  

we can skinny dip high as shit 

and  

write it out as far as possible 

and  

dig every minute  

  

you & i 

 

By: Jack Shaw 

If You Will Weep 
 
fold my eyes into your pocket 
 
for they bleed horrors 
atrocities of gentle men 
 
barbaric visions 
of shackled gender 
 
in lands of rolling green 
blind them for eternity 
 
i need not dream 
if you will weep 
 
By: Wendy Wamsley 

 



Tattoo My Soul~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
Take from me, these eyes burned from sin, 
cleanse and absolve, mark this heart from within. 
Grow from the inside, throughout and whole, 
leaving no emptiness here to behold; 
 
Your tattoo on my soul, is like vines on the wall, 
with encompassing passion, it embraces me all; 
First empty my pain, and my panic from pasts, 
Show me Ill have, my defender at last; 
 
Teach me Ill learn, that these traumas will fall; 
With your love, they don’t seem important at all; 
Please promise they’ll never, come back and you'll stay; 
Then fill me with yourself, and fly us away; 
 
Ill follow you always, your name on my lips, 
our hearts sewn together, you’ve mended its rips, 
My loyalty and devotion, deeper than the sea, 
You’ve recued me, my love, You’re a hero to me. 
 
Ill seek your love and guidance, I’ll see you for who you are, 
I’ll never turn my back on you, my loyalty runs that far, 
You’ve given me more than, any one has and more; 
It’s what I’ve always needed, what I’ve waited so long for; 
 
Showing me your gift of grace, and noble love for me, 
Is the tie that binds us, in my mind and heart, it's all I need; 
To always be your lady, Our true love will stay the same, 
I waited , there, in that place of "hurt" , alone for so long,........ 
........ then, you  came. 
 
By: Tracy McEwan 

Untitled 
 
The lighthouse does not persuade or peddle, 
does not coax or coerce those who roam. 
It simply shines its light 
in the dark of night, 
and they let it lead them home. 

 

By: Justin Haley Phillips 



 By: Cameron-Knife-Crisis-Kelly-Johnson 



Growing out of the River 
 
she throws pieces 
of her heart 
into the river 
ribbons of gore 
trailing red 
in slow currents 
 
sorrow seeps 
through her boots 
on the bank 
blank 
filling up the empty spaces, 
places his inadequacies 
once lived 
 
she overflows 
falling tears 
failing laughter 
memories of 
never weres 
and will be never nows 
 
in the mud she waits 
for the rising sun 
the seeds planted 
to take root 
to grow 
to bloom 
to become the shadow caster 
instead of the darkness 
in which he hid 
 

By: Micael Chadwick 



grace and madness 
  
do you believe in grace and madness? 
i am awed by motorcycles, scared of trucks 
i can’t shoot pool and i wish my face hadn’t changed 
maybe it was my father’s unexpected high-pitched laugh 
or my mother’s borderline ways 
i rocked myself to sleep with dolls and cookies 
last night it was Romeo Void and sex toys 
Never say Never. 
i’d be lying if i said it really didn’t matter 
and i’m so sorry i didn’t take better care of you 
fear thrills me 
awe fills me 
the blind dream in stereophonic sound 
and we were all under water 
waiting for grace 
living in madness 
sometimes i can’t believe that i breathe. 
 
By: Puma Perl 

"Dust to Dust" 

 
memory 

cold and white 
like marble 

your hand wielded the tools 

with chisel and hammer 
chipped away at the monstrosity 

until it became something 
almost godly 

the image you created 
chiseled down 

to a fragile state 

yet you weren't satisfied 
and kept on with your hammer 

until all that was left 
was the faintest memory 

barely visible 

and covered in dust 
 

By: Vanessa Ingold 



The Wind 
 
 
There once was a little girl who loved the wind.  
 
Every day, when she went out to play, the wind was always with her.  
 
If the sun made her too hot, the wind would cool her. If she got wet, the wind 
would dry her. If she lay very still under the tree in the grass, it would tickle 
her, very gently dancing across her skin. When she told the wind a secret, she 
knew it would be carried away and never spoken to a soul... 
 
The girl loved the wind so much that she wanted to catch it. To keep it in her 
room for ever and ever and let it out to play with her inside her room. She 
wanted to have tea parties with the wind and read books with it and for the 
wind to snuggle her to sleep every night. 
 
She tried, time and time again, to put the wind in a box, but as soon as she 
closed the lid, it disappeared! There was nothing but still air in there! "Dead" 
air, so to speak. 
 
One day the girl spent all afternoon trying to catch the wind. She finally sat 
down and cried because she was so tired and sad. 
 
When the wind heard her crying it came to her and asked, "Why are you sad, 
little girl?" 
 
I will have tea parties and read books with you outside, under the tree.  
 
If you sleep out here I will caress you to sleep and into your dreams.  
 
And if you let me go, and don't try to put me in a box where I will die, I will 
return to you, time and time again, day after day for the rest of your life. 
 
By this time the wind had dried her tears and she was ready to go inside, safe 
and secure in the knowledge that the wind would never leave her, even if she 
couldn't put it in a box. 

 

By: Kimberly Austin 



ART ACHOKE 
 
I feel I need 
to write more 
but sometimes 
I feel I talk too  
much and the people 
who listen already know 
or misunderstand 
and the people who don't 
don't care anyway 
and sometimes it's easier 
to find and consume 
busier work 
and choke 

 

By: John Burroughs 

A portion from Doivent 
 
You touch me in 
Time honored tradition, 
Time after time after 
Time. I’m again/always 
After you. Youths yearn 
For freedom less than I 
For us. Until unknown 
Decades dim drab 
Faces I’ll be falling feet 
First, forever fit-as-a-fiddle 
To fly into daydreams 
Unexpectedly. Daring dark 
Rooms to revolve into 
Slick city streets. A willing 
Waiter of whatever. 

 

By: Val Moye 



it’s okay to die 
 
I look forward to death 
with relief, comfort 
and sedated melancholy. 
if I look up now 
what is to see? 
and if I look down? 
 
man was not born for 
pursuit of perfection 
but to be free; 
not tied to breathing, 
entrapped by fear. 
 
it’s okay to die. 
 
this is what I tell myself 
while it is not too late 
for living. 

 

By Jhon Baker 

By: PD Leitz 



Postcard from (the Fast Lanes of) Suburbia 
 
Sitting in the car, waiting for Julie to come out of Wal-mart,  
I am watching all the holiday shoppers going in an out. An old 
man  
in a muscle shirt and basketball shoes. Is he out of sync  
with time, holding onto an illustrious athletic past?  
A mother of three, putting all her shopping bags away, then 
bringing  
her cart all the way back to the row of carts, instead of leaving 
it  
right next to her van, like the others do. There is almost noth-
ing  
that isn't in some way telling (or damning) - this one's mincing 
gait,  
the symmetry of that one's ears or eyes or the meticulous way  
the black guy in the white guayabera packs the trunk  
of his Land Rover. And then there's the bits of conversation  
in the air. The two short gangbangers walking by: "I wouldn't 
open no  
pizza joint 'round here..." A Camaro pulling up near the Christ-
mas  
trees, the song streaming loudly from his window: Life  
in the Fast Lane. He's probably heard it thousands of times,  
but apparently he loves it still, and it just keeps  
renewing itself in him. Life in the Fast Lane. He rolls up  
his windows, takes the key out the ignition, grabs a shopping  
cart and trundles his way inside. His massive  
beergut hanging over his belt, quick stumpy legs  
struggling to keep up with his mind. 
 

By: M.p. Powers 



Age of Aquarius 
 
In this forest 
of a different god, 
where angels' eyes 
are closed and kissed, 
stained glass walls 
will not be missed. 
Ash and oak drink in 
the sacred dawn, 
their branches stippled 
by the rain. 
Silver fingers trace 
the veins 
of flower children, 
whisper patterns  
to them in the womb. 
Stars give birth,  
constellations dance, 
and earth 
returns a joyous  
music to her  
fields. Songs long 
dormant now explode, 
flinging wide 
the change encoded 
in the matrix 
of the soul. Rejoice! 
as we forgive us  
of our sins.  
This is where 
it all begins. 
 

By: Dianne Borsenik 



 
Untitled 
 
 
 
Tell me something deep you said, 
before you run away, like you always do. 
 
Am I still running? 
I’ve become a full mason 
brick by brick up , 
guarded against the dying of the light 
against the language that seeps  
into the fabric of souls  
deeply scarred with grooves worn down to bare bone. 
 
Tell you something deep.. 
 
I sleep on top of the covers, 
 
with a grandma quilt crocheted when I was five.. 
 
her fingers arthritic barely could move the needles 
 
but it wraps me in more love than has been shown  
to me in my adult lifetime, 
I sleep without moving most nights.. 
staring out my new window with orange blossom 
fragrance pouring through cracks, 
the sway and swish of leaves  
 
soothe  
but I still wake at 3 am,  
and hear the clock chime 
absence. 
 
Tell me something deep you said, 
 
I hate the word good bye, 
 
and I cant bare to let the syllables leave  
 
fingertips or lips 
 
it reminds me of scattered remnants 
 
fragments of snapshots  



father speak 
my mother speak, 
 
we never get another chance to say what  
we wanted to say 
when the ferryman is waiting  
and I have pushed his boat away from  
shore, I’ve bartered for more time 
and I no longer fear death 
like I used to, 
 
my last breath … 
It will most likely be wrapped in this crocheted quilt 
cocooned in comfort of the hands that made it. 
 
Tell me something deep you said, 
my words are guarded  
for I have seen sunrises on Savannah shore 
and northern borealis 
with the same false promises of hope 
as that night on mommas porch swing 
 
I see you deeper than that… 
deeper than the midnight hour 
past Orion’s Belt , 
 
Did you know.. that when a star dies, 
the gas and debris spreads trillions of miles 
into pink butterfly wings 
that is the shape of the power of love 
Quantum Physics is more rational 
than the need to protect the heart  
from loneliness 
For I was more lonely 
sitting in a room  
with his back to me 
than I am sleeping on these covers alone. 

 

By: Diana Rose 

 



AN ACADEMY 
 
They gathered together in the cold 
to defend themselves as good poets 
while denying the false existence  
of the mythology of the Western soul. 
 
Some say their chronicle ended right 
there. The door had been swinging 
loosely on its worn-out brass hinges, 
just squealing like a lonesome dog 
for decades. Consider their period 
 
as harbor from the wind, a space 
between two moments or the shadow 
separating one colored block from 
another. They claim it was there 
that they closed the Holy Doorway 
 

By: Gordon Hilgers 

 

running away 
 
I keep tripping down this lazy highway 
in search of nothing more than the next step 
another chapter, another verse, another line 
 
waitresses with big hair and red stained lips 
smile at me when I sit in the corner booth 
tight against the glass, my eyes glazed over 
the desert floor, watching vultures spin 
circles on fat thermals in a shocking blue sky 
devoid of cloud or rain, or little planes 
carrying drugs from Mexico to Oklahoma – 
 
truck drivers come and go, speak in monotones, 
laugh on cue to jokes they’ve heard before –  
mom and dad sit with Jimmy Ray and Linda Sue 
who can’t keep still and talk too loud –  
lovers cuddle across the way, his hand drifts 
between her legs, a sigh tumbles from her mouth, 
my dream collapses and I pay the bill –  
 
a Mexican girl smiles at me when I put gas in 
my tank, she needs a ride down the road – 
I’ve nothing to lose, I’m no threat – 
we talk about survival and midnight walks 
in small towns - coyotes leading illegals 
across the border, prostitution on the border – 
drugs, guns and poems about life – 
 
she sleeps in my arms at dust filled motel 
off Highway 8 – I drink straight from the bottle – 
poetry has left me, everything is the same – 
dawn tries a different approach but the mirror 
knows the truth – I see something in her eyes 
when we shower together, but leave alone – 
she leaves me in Odessa just as the needle 
lifts from the record –  

 

By: Jack Henry 



                       Published by Free Penny Press, Tampa, FL 

I want to thank Cornelius, Vanz and all  who participated in 
making this booklet possible. I see many barriers amongst 
ourselves and know words have the ability to dissolve those 
walls. 
 
Words make things possible, allow us to believe, transform 
our thoughts and enrich our soul. 
 
                             Words are necessary. 
 
       Share these words with others and start an evolution. 
                               


